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DriveThru

This document will enable you to configure and use Drive Thru, a feature designed for restaurants which
allow customers to place and receive their orders from within their cars.
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Enabling and configuring Drive Thru Mode - Single Station
Launch RPE, select Manager, provide the requested credentials, and then follow these steps.

1.

Select Setup and then Setup Screen.

2.

Select the Station Specifics tab.

3.

Set Station Role to DriveThru.
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If you do not want to be prompted for an on-hold ID
every time a new car drives up, select the Restaurant
Features tab and set On Hold ID to Use Invoice #.

If you want to limit the pool of invoices that can be
recalled by the current station, select the Drive-Thru tab
of the Restaurant Features tab. On this screen, you will
be able to check or uncheck stations whose on-hold
invoices can be recalled by the current station.

4.

Select Update.

5.

Select Exit (DriveThru will not begin working until
this occurs).
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Using Drive Thru - Single Station
Log into RPE and follow these steps.

3.

1.

When an order is being placed from a car, select the
items from the touch screen as you normally would.

2.

Select SEND.

Repeats steps 1 and 2 as more cars place their orders.

When a car approaches the window to pay, you can
recall the newest invoice processed from the queue
by selecting RECALL.

When a car approaches the window to pay, you can recall the oldest
invoice processed from the queue by selecting NEXT CAR.

4.

Select PAY and follow the prompts as you normally
would.
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Enabling and Configuring DriveThru Mode - Multiple Station
Launch RPE, select Manager, provide the requested credentials, and then follow these steps.

1.

Select Setup and then Setup Screen.

2.

Select the Station Specifics tab.

3.

Set Station Role to DriveThru on every
station that you want to use as drive thru
stations.

In our example we will be setting station 01 and
station 03 as drive thru stations.
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If you do not want to be prompted for an on-hold
ID every time a new car drives up, select the
Restaurant Features tab and set On Hold ID to
Use Invoice #.

If you want to limit the pool of invoices that can
be recalled by the current station, select the
Drive-Thru tab of the Restaurant Features tab.
On this screen, you will be able to check or
uncheck stations whose on-hold invoices can be
recalled by the current station.

In our example station 01 is going to be the
Ordering station and it should only recall its own
transactions.
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As station 03 will be the pay station it should
recall its own as well as station 01 transactions

4.

Select Update.

5.

Select Exit (Drive Thru will not begin working
until this occurs).
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Using Drive Thru - Multiple Station
Log into RPE and follow these steps.

1.

When an order is being placed from a car,
select the items from the touch screen as you
normally would.

2.

Select SEND.

Station 01 adds to the on-Hold list when you
hit send.

3.

Repeats steps 1 and 2 as more cars place their orders.
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Station 03 is configured to load all of the on-hold invoices from station 01. The on-hold list will look the same.

When a car approaches the window to pay, you can
recall the oldest invoice from the queue by selecting
NEXT CAR. Shown above Black Arrow.

When a car approaches the window to pay, you can recall the
oldest invoice from the queue by selecting NEXT CAR. Shown
above Red Arrow.

4.

Select PAY and follow the prompts as you normally
would.
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